
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION

CLAIM NO.  G110390

VICKIE G. DRAKE CLAIMANT

COMPASS GROUP USA, INC. RESPONDENT

CHARTIS CLAIMS, INC. RESPONDENT
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Hearing before ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE ERIC PAUL WELLS in Fort
Smith, Sebastian County, Arkansas.

Claimant represented by MICHAEL ELLIG, Attorney, Fort Smith,
Arkansas.

Respondents represented by MELISSA WOOD, Attorney, Little Rock,
Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On April 12, 2012, the above captioned claim came on for a

hearing at Fort Smith, Arkansas. A pre-hearing conference was

conducted on February 8, 2012, and a pre-hearing order was filed on

February 8, 2012.   A copy of the pre-hearing order has been marked

Commission's Exhibit No. 1 and made a part of the record without

objection.

At the pre-hearing conference the parties agreed to the

following stipulations:

1. The Arkansas Workers' Compensation Commission has

jurisdiction of this claim.

2.  On all relevant dates, the relationship of employee-

employer-carrier existed between the parties.
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3.  The claimant’s weekly compensation are $351.00 for

temporary total disability and $263.00 for permanent partial

disability benefits.

4.  Respondents are entitled to offset for group health

benefits per Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-411.

By agreement of the parties the issues to litigate are limited

to the following:

1.  Compensability of the claimant’s bilateral carpal tunnel

syndrome.

2. Additional medical.

3. Temporary total disability from December 8, 2011 to a date

yet to be determined to exclude any periods of light duty which the

claimant worked.

4. Attorney’s fees.

Claimant’s contentions are:

“a. The claimant contends that she sustained
compensable injuries to her wrist/hands,
specifically bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome,
that she is entitled to reasonable necessary
medical services for this compensable injury
and temporary total disability benefits from
December 8, 2011 through a date yet to be
determined, with the exception of any periods
she was released for and was provided light
duty. She seeks the statutory controverted
attorney’s fee for her attorney on all
appropriate benefits awarded.”

Respondents’ contentions are:

“Respondents contend the claimant did not
suffer a compensable injury under the Arkansas
Workers’ Compensation Act. Her need for
medical treatment, if any, is associated with
unrelated conditions and not a work related
activity. Respondents contend the medical
documentation does not support objective
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findings nor does it support entitlement to
indemnity benefits or the need for medical
treatment associated with a compensable
injury.”

The claimant in this matter is a 40 year old female who is

employed by the respondent as a hospitality associate. The claimant

performed her job duties at Sparks Hospital in Fort Smith,

Arkansas. At the hearing, she testified that those duties included

bringing trays of food around to the patients rooms, rolling

silverware, lining trays and putting things on her cart that were

necessary to serve breakfast, lunch or supper to the patients.  The

claimant has asked the Commission to consider the compensability of

her bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome.

The claimant testified at the hearing that somewhere around

November of 2011, she began to notice problems with her wrists. It

was the claimant’s testimony that when she rolled silverware her

wrists would begin to hurt and at that time she spoke to a

supervisor and asked her to provide someone to help her roll

silverware. The claimant’s problems continued and on December 8,

2011, she testified that she asked for medical treatment. The

claimant gave the following testimony about the problems she was

experiencing during that time and the resulting work that she

missed due to her problems:

“Q.  What problems were you experiencing at
that time?

A.  I couldn’t sleep at nighttime. My-both
hands was hurting. My wrist. I mean, it just
went all the way up my arm, all the way into
my back and my neck. I mean, it was bad. I had
so much pain I could not rest. It was awful.
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Q.  For the most part did you keep working?

A.  Yes.

Q. About how much time did you miss as a
result of these problems?

A.  I missed a week, then I missed like two
weeks, and then I missed days, a couple few
days in between. I mean.

Q.  All total how long do you think you missed
work?

A.  Probably four weeks, guessing.”

On December 8, 2011, the claimant was seen at Sparks Preferred

Clinic by Dr. Karen Merle. The following is a portion of the

medical record from that visit:

“3 weeks Ago. Location: bilateral hand (bottom
of hand). The pain radiates to the elbows. The
pain is aching. Context: there was no injury.
The pain is aggravated by Rolling silverware.
There are no relieving factors. Associated
symptoms include numbness and weakness.
Pertinent negatives including locking, popping
and swelling. Additional information: Rolls
500-600 silverware daily at work; causes pain.
Tried a heating pad and Ben Gay without
relief.”

At that time, Dr. Merle referred the claimant to the Neurology

Department for diagnostic testing. At Claimant’s Exhibit 1, page 4

we find a letter from Dr. Merle dated December 8, 2011.  At that

time, Dr. Merle removed the claimant from work until December 15,

2011.

On December 15, 2011, the claimant was again seen by Dr. Merle

at Sparks Preferred Clinic. At that time, the claimant continued to

complain of hand and wrist difficulties bilaterally. A letter

accompanies that medical record dated December 15, 2011, authored
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by Dr. Merle.  At that time, the letter indicates that the claimant

may return to work on December 16, 2011, on restricted duties which

included no rolling silverware until December 26, 2011. 

On January 4, 2012, the claimant underwent a nerve conduction

study at the Sparks Neurology Center. That study was performed by

Dr. Duane L. Birky, who is board certified in Neurology and Sleep

Medicine. The claimant’s testing was done bilaterally. The

following are the conclusions from that diagnostic test:

“This is an abnormal study. There is evidence
of a mild median neuropathy bilaterally at the
wrist. There is no evidence of radiculopathy.”

On January 5, 2012, the claimant was seen at the Sparks

Plastic Surgery Clinic by Dr. Roger Alderson.  The following are

portions of the medical report from that visit:

“This is a 40-year-old female left-hand
dominant but uses her right hand for most
things, she says, and so she sounds
ambidextrous to me white female who is
referred by Dr. Karen Merle for pain and
tingling and numbness in her radial digits,
both sides, her right hand worse than her left
symptom wise, and pain radiating up to her
shoulders at times and night symptoms of pain
from tingling and stinging in those same
digits for over a month severely but a little
bit minor for the months prior. She works with
Morrison Food Services, I am not sure if that
is the exact name of the company, and her job
is at Sparks and she says she has been doing
rolling the silver floor (sic) for basically
all the floors or most of them even the floors
she covers is I think now 4-West is what she
said.

...whether the repetitive work of her job
actually caused the carpal tunnel syndrome and
there is a couple of different things to
reason this out with. She did not have it
before until she started rolling all of those
rolls. I believe that she had a mild carpal
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tunnel syndrome and it became more symptomatic
when she began using her hands in a more
repetitive away.  There are plenty of people
who do repetitive work and never get carpal
tunnel syndrome but I believe that her work
was responsible for the symptoms that she has
and I think that is why it is legitimate to
have this as a Workers’ Compensation claim.”

At that time, Dr. Alderson recommended surgical intervention

for the claimant’s bilateral carpal. He suggested that both hands

or both surgeries take place at the same time which would allow her

to recover and return to work in the shortest time possible. 

On January 6, 2012, the claimant is again seen by Dr. Alderson

at the Sparks Plastic Surgery Clinic in Fort Smith, Arkansas. The

medical record from that visit indicates that the claimant’s

surgery had been approved and was scheduled for Monday, which was

January 9, 2012.  The claimant also introduced a note from Dr.

Alderson which removes the claimant from work from January 6, 2012

to January 23, 2012, due to her surgical intervention that was

scheduled for January 9, 2012.

On January 9, 2012, the claimant underwent surgical

intervention for her bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome at Sparks

Regional Medical Center.  The surgery was performed by Dr. Alderson

and the operative report indicates both a preoperative and

postoperative diagnosis of bilateral several carpal tunnel

syndrome. It states that Dr. Alderson performed a bilateral open

carpal tunnel release on the claimant.  The procedure was performed

on an outpatient basis.

On January 18, 2012, the claimant was again seen at the Sparks

Plastic Surgery Clinic by Dr. Alderson.  At that time, Dr. Alderson
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performed an examination of the claimant’s bilateral hands,

fingers, and wrists and provided afer care and recommendations for

the claimant’s post surgery recovery. The medical report also

states the following:

“I wrote her a note to go back to work with
some restrictions, just passing out trays and
things like that but no rolling of silverware.
That does not mean that I will never tell her
to never roll silverware again. She just needs
to heal a little bit more before she does more
aggressive things with her hands. I did tell
her that hopefully within six weeks I will not
have any more restrictions on her.”

On January 27, 2012, the claimant is again seen at the Sparks

Plastic Surgery Clinic by Dr. Alderson. At that time, the medical

note indicates that the claimant discussed problems that she had

had due to her discomfort from her surgery since her last visit

with Dr. Alderson. However, the medical record does indicate that

the claimant was released back to normal duties at that time and it

also indicates that the claimant believes she can handle those

duties.

Again the claimant has asked the Commission to consider

whether or not she suffered compensable bilateral carpal tunnel

syndrome. In order to prove this, she must first prove the

existence of objective medical findings related to her allegations

of bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome. Here, we have the diagnostic

testing that was performed on the claimant at the Sparks Neurology

Center on January 4, 2012. That testing was in the form of a nerve

conduction study and is found at Claimant’s Exhibit No. 1, pages

10-12. Again the conclusion of that study states:
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“This is an abnormal study. There is evidence
of mild median neuropathy bilaterally at the
wrist. There is no evidence of radiculopathy.”

The claimant also has introduced the operative report from the

surgical intervention that was performed by her by Dr. Alderson on

January 9, 2012. That report is found at Claimant’s Exhibit No. 1,

pages 20-22. Both of those documents show objective medical

findings of the claimant’s bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome.

Now that the claimant has proven the existence of objective

medical findings regarding her bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome,

she must also prove a causal connection between the job duties she

was performing for the respondent and those objective medical

findings.  In testimony, it was clear that the claimant believed

her difficulties were brought about due to her rolling of

silverware. At the hearing, the claimant gave the following

testimony about the process she used in rolling silverware as

follows:

“Q.  Now let’s run through exactly what you
did in rolling silverware. Can you tell the
Judge what that involves?

 A.  Sure. Okay, when I would gather up my
silverware, I had a deal of knives, forks,
spoons, straws and my little bands that go
around it to keep it, you know, the little
bands. I put the napkin out. I put it diagonal
and I would get the knife, the fork, the
spoon, the napkin I would hold it to where the
little straw could go and then I would fold it
like a litter diaper and roll it really tight.
I had my own little special way and had little
V things to them, too, you know. Cause I’ve
rolled, I knew my rolling, everybody knew my
rolling cause if they stole it I knew, but
anyway and it was real tight, and had it
rolled and then I would go to the next one.
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 Q.  I noticed Respondent’s have introduced
what they call the Workflow Chart. About how
many times during your shift would you roll
silverware?

 A.  A lot.  Any extra time I had I would be
down there rolling silverware. Any extra time.

 Q.  Is there certain times that were assigned
for rolling silverware?

  A.  Yes, there was.  But any extra time was
given I come down to do it. I always rolled
the silverware cause I always wanted to make
sure we had enough silverware for the line.

 Q.  On this chart is shows about five times
that are assigned for rolling silverware. Did
you do it at least five times a day?

 A.  Yes, if not more, yes.

 Q.  Now using these times it looks like it’s
about thirty minutes a time that reserved for
rolling silverware.

   
 A.  I rolled more than that, I’m sure.

 Q.  Did you roll five - everyday did you roll
about five times a day roll silverware, at
least five times a day?

 A.  Yes.

 Q.  And about how long would you roll it at a
time?

 A.  Probably about forty, maybe forty-five
minutes, somewhere at a time. If I got a call
or something on my floor I would stop what I
was doing and I would go get the - I would go
and.

 Q.  Alright, this flowchart reserves thirty
minutes for each of these five times.

 
 A.  Huh uh.

 Q.  Do you think you did it at least thirty
for each of these five times?
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 A.  Yeah.

 Q.  About how many rolls of silverware are we
talking about a shift?

 A. I know the jug, I would make sure there
was like a 150 to 160 in the jug and then I
rolled for Donna’s cart, which she had 30 to
34 somewhere in there.So just guessing about -

 
 Q.  A little less than two hundred?

 A.  Yeah.

 Q.  And would you do this for each meal?

 A.  Yes.

 Q. So you’d do this for three different
meals?

 A.  Yes.”

At the hearing in this matter, the respondents called Ms.

Paula Efurd. Ms. Efurd testified that she was a patient service

manager with the respondent. Ms. Efurd gave the following testimony

about the claimant’s job duty of rolling silverware as follows:

“Q. Can you tell me in your personal
observation how many times Ms. Drake would
roll silverware?

 A.  I wasn’t out there every minute of the
day, so I mean, Vickie has a floor that was
lower than most of them so she was required to
roll silverware for the contract floors. With
the contract and her floors is approximately a
hundred and twenty-seven per meal to a hundred
and thirty. It could be a hundred and thirty.
It depending on the size of the floors. Any
spare time that they have they roll. I mean,
any given time you can see two or three out
there rolling our sometimes Vickie because she
did have a a smaller floor, would be out
there. But I could never say how many times
that she rolled. Any spare moment that’s just
the way we, even to this day, we just-you
know, everybody. I roll silverware, everybody
rolls silverware.
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 Q.  Well, how long at a time?

 A.  If you’re lucky to get twenty to twenty-
five minutes your-that’s good because your
floors are demanding. They call you, want
patient trays, or there’s changes, there’s
things you’ve got to get. I mean, usually most
people didn’t get to stay longer than ten
minutes.

 Q.  Would it ever be possible for Ms. Drake
to roll for an hour and a half to two hours at
a time?

 A.  Not an hour and a half, no. If she did
that three times a day  that’s a majority of
her day. I mean, she’s got a lot of different
tasks.”

Ms. Efurd also had the following exchange with the Commission

regarding the actual number of silverware rolls the claimant

completed during a day’s work as follows:

“  BY THE COMMISSION: Ma’am, it is your
testimony that I think you said a hundred a
twenty-seven to hundred and thirty.

 A. Per meal.

     BY THE COMMISSION: Per meal, three meals
a day.

 A. Yes.

     BY THE COMMISSION: So she did everyday at
least roll somewhere, by your testimony,
somewhere not quite four hundred rolls of
silverware.

 A.  Yeah, that could be accurate.

     BY THE COMMISSION: Three ninety, three
eighty, something like that?

 A.  Yes.

       BY THE COMMISSION: Everyday.
 

 A.  Yes.”
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The respondents in this matter also introduced two medical

records. One from October 10, 2006 and one from May 19, 2009. The

2006 medical record has some indication that the claimant had

tingling of the hands and the 2009 medical record mentions a wrist

x-ray, “if pain does not resolve by next week.” Two documents are

also found in the Respondent’s Exhibit from December of 2011 and

those records indicate that the claimant had bilateral hand pain at

that time. These medical documents seem to be in line with Dr.

Alderson’s theory regarding the claimant’s bilateral carpal tunnel

syndrome as stated in his January 5, 2012 report:

“I believe that she had a mild carpal tunnel
syndrome and that it became more symptomatic
when she starting using her hands in a more
repetitive way.”

At the hearing in this matter, the respondents requested the

ability to add additional evidence to the record in the form of an

opinion by Dr. Michael Moore of the Arkansas Specialty Orthopaedics

as to causation in this matter. The claimant’s attorney agreed to

that and I have blue booked the opinion of Dr. Moore sent to me by

the respondent’s attorney, along with the accompanying cover

letter.  Dr. Moore’s opinion is dated April 6, 2012, and is in the

form of a letter written to the respondent’s attorney.  A portion

of that opinion states as follows: 

“If Ms. Drake’s work activities required her
to perform repetitive flexion and extension of
the wrist with gripping it is my opinion this
type of work activity could aggravate or
precipitate symptoms associated with carpal
tunnel syndrome. These statements are made
within a reasonable degree of medical
certainty.”
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After review of the medical evidence, the testimony of the

claimant and her supervisor Ms. Efurd, I believe that the claimant

can prove a causal connection between her objective medical

findings of bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome and her job duties for

the respondent, primarily the rolling of silverware.  Inasmuch, the

claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that she

suffered compensable bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome as the result

of her employment with the respondent.

The claimant has also asked the Commission to consider her

entitlement to temporary total disability benefits beginning on

December 8, 2011, and was to exclude any periods of light duty

which the claimant worked. It was the claimant’s credible testimony

that she missed four weeks of work due to her difficulties with

bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome and that would have began on

December 8, 2011, and moving forward until after she recovered from

surgical intervention. In support of the claimant’s testimony of

missing approximately four weeks of work, I would point to the

testimony of her supervisor Ms. Efurd on direct examination by the

respondent’s attorney as follows:

“Q.  Her testimony was she thinks she might
have missed four weeks all together. Does that
sound about right or do you know?

 A.  It could be. I mean, I know it was a week
here and days here, like she said, a week.
That could be approximately right.”

Given the claimant’s testimony along with that of her

supervisor, I do find that the claimant is entitled to four weeks
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of temporary total disability benefits due to her compensable

bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome.  

From a review of the record as a whole, to include medical

reports, documents, and other matters properly before the

Commission, and having had an opportunity to hear the testimony of

the witnesses and to observe their demeanor, the following findings

of fact and conclusions of law are made in accordance with A.C.A.

§11-9-704:

FINDINGS OF FACT & CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The stipulations agreed to by the parties at the pre-

hearing conference conducted on February 8, 2012, and contained in

a pre-hearing order filed February 8, 2012, are hereby accepted as

fact.

2.  The claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence

that she suffered compensable bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome due

to her employment with the respondent.

3.  The claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence

that she is entitled to the reasonable and necessary medical

treatment related to her bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome. This

would include reimbursement for any out-of-pocket expenses that

have occurred thus far in her treatment.

4. The respondents are entitled to a credit for medical

services paid for by group health insurance as stated in Ark. Code

Ann. §11-9-411.

5. The claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence

that she is entitled to temporary total disability benefits for a
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period of four weeks due to her compensable bilateral carpal tunnel

syndrome.

ORDER

The respondents shall bear the burden of the reasonable and

necessary medical treatment for the claimant’s compensable

bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome, including the reimbursement of

out-of-pocket expenses by the claimant. However, the respondents

are entitled to a credit for benefits paid by a group health

carrier found in Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-411.

The respondents shall also pay the claimant temporary total

disability benefits for a period of four weeks.

The respondents shall pay to the claimant’s attorney the

maximum statutory attorney’s fee on the benefits awarded herein,

with one half of said attorney’s fee to be paid by the respondents

in addition to such benefits and one half of said attorney’s fee to

be withheld by the respondents from such benefits.

All benefits herein awarded which have heretofore accrued are

payable in a lump sum without discount.

This award shall bear the maximum legal rate of interest until

paid.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

_________________________
     ERIC PAUL WELLS
 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE


